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Zusammenfassung

Im ersten Teil wird das Forschungsprogramm der Abteilung „Kulturelle Quellen von Neuheit“ entwickelt, im zweiten Teil folgen kurze Beschreibungen von insgesamt neun Projekten.


Abstract

In this discussion paper the program of the Research Unit "Cultural Sources of Newness" is presented. Short descriptions of currently nine projects follow.

The assumption driving the research program is that newness lies at the core of innovations and emerges in cultural sources, which are analyzed as cultural configurations. The research focuses on the relevance of these cultural constellations rather than on technical or political aspects. Three kinds of processes are identified as being decisive for innovations: 1) the continuous variation of cultural forms and practices; 2) the evaluation of newness; 3) the states of tension that arise within and between cultures. The research program assumes that the interplay of these three processes determines the spectrum and spread of successful innovations. The program is organized in three empirical strands. The strands cover the spatial, interactive and temporal dimensions of cultural configurations, and the projects focus on phenomena of different orders of magnitude.
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A. Three theses on innovation research

Although the speed at which change takes place is subject to different assessments, there appears to be a societal consensus that innovations are essential to the competitiveness and future viability of economic organizations and sectors, cities, and regions. Actors from the spheres of politics, business and civil society seek to promote the potential for creativity and to support innovations to achieve a breakthrough. These initiatives are accompanied by increasingly wide-ranging innovation research.

The research program of the WZB Research Unit "Cultural Sources of Newness" challenges conventional approaches to innovation research in three ways:

(1) Our thesis is that innovation in society is not only driven by technical and technological conditions but also by cultural configurations associated with forms of propinquity, collaboration and communication that surround innovation processes. We assume that there are constellations which enable or hinder the emergence of innovations in everyday cultures based on propinquity (organizational, urban, scene-based culture) and on certain forms of meaning (in particular spiritual and artistic cultures). Such constellations might operate within the microstructures of families, neighborhoods or organizations or in the macrostructures of society, such as global art or entertainment scenes.

(2) The attribution of “newness” is itself a cultural valuation process which, according to our thesis, determines innovation along with the other constellations. The concept of newness highlights the fact that innovations are neither obvious nor attributable to individual creativity.

(3) Causality does not provide an adequate explanation for the modes of action whereby cultural configurations influence novelty. Cultural sources do not necessarily give rise to newness but rather create opportunities that are recognized and acted upon by people, who are then deemed creative.

These three theses will be examined through systematic comparisons within and between the research projects in the Research Unit. The successful substantiation of the theses should have consequences for innovation policy and for the economic and social-science modeling of innovation processes, cultural policy, and the cultural economy. The research program also aims at making a methodological contribution for the study of social phenomena like newness and innovation.

To be able to explore the field of investigation systematically, the Research Unit’s program identifies three empirical research fields along the spatial, temporal, and interactive dimensions of cultural configurations. The topics examined include the urban embeddedness of architectural and design practices (spatial dimension), temporary artistic interventions within organizations, the historical co-evolution of product markets and artistic styles (temporal dimension), and cultural configurations in large innovation alliances and small social formations (interactive dimension). Material is collected in the form of interviews, observations and documents, images and films. The Research Unit’s shared research strategy consists in a comparative case-study approach predominantly using qualitative methods.
B. The research program

1. Culture in Innovation Research

1.1 The principles of innovation research

Few topics have attracted as much attention from scientists, managers, and politicians in recent times as innovation. The innovation capacity of society and its institutions is seen as the key to competitiveness and societal prosperity. The importance of the topic of innovation is also reflected in the diversity of approaches.

Innovation research initially emerged after 1960 in the context of economics and political economy, and it took a macro-perspective (Fagerberg/Verspagen 2009). Economic theories explained innovations using aggregated parameters such as the "rate of technical progress", on the basis of systematic differences between national industries and organizations, and through investment in research and development (e.g. Arrow 1962; Nelson 1993). The research by J.A. Schumpeter was rediscovered in the 1980s and continues to stimulate thinking to this day. In *The Theory of Economic Development* (1934, first published in German in 1911), Schumpeter argued for the first time that innovations are engines of economic development precisely because they disrupt the stationary equilibrium of the economy. Hence, the source of innovation is entrepreneurial action, in the course of which new products are invented in a creative – that is hitherto unknown – way, and the markets for the new products disrupt the existing markets (Dosi 1988; Schumpeter 1939, 1942).

Over the past two decades the debate on national innovation systems (Freeman 1995, OECD 2002) has been broadened by research on the role of regional economies and their special capacity to produce innovations (e.g. Saxenian 1991). Studies on innovation (e.g. Cohen/Levinthal 1990) in or between companies and organizations (e.g. Powell/Koput/Smith-Doerr 1996) have adopted a mesoperspective.

Sociological research on the emergence of innovations is mainly found in the sociologies of technology, knowledge, and art. This work can be located on the meso and micro levels. Studies on the social construction of technology (e.g. Bijker/Hughes/Pinch 1989; Rammert 1993, 2000) query the concept of the individual inventor-genius and refer to the co-construction of a technological development by many different actors. Scholars using actor-network theory have succeeded in showing how human and non-human actors come together to create new things – or not (e.g. Callon 1986, 1989; Garud/Karnoe 2003; Latour 1988, 1996). Sociologists of art have demonstrated that the emergence of a new work of art (Becker 1974, 1984) or a new artistic style (White/White 1965) is a collaborative process which is shaped and facilitated by many different actors.

There is no agreement in the literature on a basic definition of innovation. One definition, according to which innovation is "the search for, and the discovery, experimentation, development, imitation and adaptation of new products, new production processes and new organizational set-ups" (Dosi 1988: 222), reflects the economic modeling of production processes. With the constructed character of the social in mind, sociologists describe innovations as "material and symbolic artifacts, which observers perceive as innovative and experience as an improvement on what already exists" (Braun-Thürmann 2005: 5). Other studies view innovations as the creation and implementation of new ideas (Van de Ven 2009), which can arise from very different processes.
However, innovations do not necessarily involve new technologies; they may also be new products, processes, or institutions. Hence the attempts made in the late 1980s to find solutions for socially relevant problems under the heading of "social innovation" (Zapf 1989).

1.2 Innovation and culture

Innovation research also refers to fundamental cultural processes which play a leading role in the emergence of innovation. At least five different approaches can be identified which are of relevance to the Research Unit's program.

First, macro-economic studies on national and regional innovation systems use indicators on industrial and educational institutions or work with the psychology-based cultural concept of "mental programming" (Hofstede 1984) to explain the differences in the willingness of entire nations (e.g. Blättel-Mink 2005, 2006) or regions (e.g. Braczyk/Cooke/Heidenreich 1998) to invest or engage in risk. Economic history approaches address culture on the level of fundamental values (Jones 1987, 2000). Others focus attention on the fact that demand that generates innovation has repeatedly been culturally motivated (Schmookler 1966). Some studies on the diffusion of innovations have found that culture plays a role in determining which new ideas receive recognition as a generally acceptable innovation (Rogers 1995).

In the literature on regional economies (e.g. Saxenian 1994), which has been expanding since the 1990s, culture refers to the embedded tacit knowledge on local institutions, relevant actors, practices, and unwritten rules (OECD 2002). Studies on the genesis of technologies also focus on cultural dispositions in the context of the emergence of technological innovations, and examine the practices of those involved in the innovation process (e.g. Hofmann 1996; Dierkes 1997). In addition, research on corporate culture identifies the shared understandings and practices which are necessary for the emergence of innovation and learning (e.g. Dierkes/Rosenstiel/Steger 1993). And research on organizational learning has underlined the cultural and structural barriers in and around organizations (e.g. Berthoin Antal/Lenhardt/Rosenbrock 2001).

Other microsociological studies on the role of culture in mostly technological and scientific innovation processes focus on various kinds of collaborative cultures, for example laboratory communities (Latour/Woolgar 1986), epistemic cultures (Knorr Cetina 1999), and communities of practice (Brown/Duguid 1991). All of these cultures promote the exchange and generation of knowledge and, hence also, emergence of the new. Such research highlights that the exchange of knowledge and making of decisions, which may be crucial to the further development of an innovation, takes place in local and situated arrangements (Abbott 2007; Kaufman 2004). Cultural understandings in this sense are not necessarily equally distributed across entire social entities (Hannerz 1992).

Two other streams of research focus on innovations in the field of art. These are of particular importance to the Research Unit's program because artistic and aesthetic innovation involves forms of societal reflexivity based on inherent symbolic languages. As a result, they elaborate alternatives for cultural identification, which then find their expression in high, popular and sub cultures. The cultural production approach investigates the conditions under which new artistic works and their institutions are created (Peterson 1976; Peterson/Anand 2004). Technologies, legislation, industry structure, artistic careers, and market processes are the main dimensions taken
into consideration in analyses on various art forms, for example musical genres and literature, and on cultural institutions, such as museums.

Yet another perspective developed during the 1990s explores the socio-material mediation of cultural products (e.g. Hennion 2001, 2007). In contrast to the cultural production approach, this approach is not concerned with the social conditions for the creation of cultural products but with the complexes of gestures, bodies, habits, materialities, spaces, languages, and institutions, in which cultural products are formed and through which they can exist in the first place. The focus here is also on artistic innovations.

The approaches to innovation and culture outlined here involve two fundamentally different perspectives. While economists and economic sociologists have increasingly incorporated the role of cultural factors in the emergence of science and technology-based innovations, other scholars have been exploring cultural products such as artistic works as forms of innovation depending on social structures, organizations and institutions for artistic creativity and production. Up to now, these two lines of research have been pursued largely independently of each other. The Research Unit’s program is conceived as a first step towards linking them systematically.

2. Cultural Sources of Newness

The Research Unit’s program focuses on the emergence of newness. Two factors play a crucial role in the shift away from approaches based on innovation theory. First, the lowest common denominator in the varying definitions of innovation the core concern with “the new” (or newness) and “new things” (or novelties). Second, innovation research specifically examines the implementation and economic exploitation of the new (Kirchhoff/Walsh 2000; Roberts 1987) without studying separately the conditions of its emergence. Both the widespread reduction of innovation to economically valued inventions and the uncontested core of innovative activity, i.e. the new, speak for the idea of making newness itself into the object of the research.

The shift in interest from questions of innovation to questions of newness enables the investigation of the conditions behind the emergence of newness. The fact that this is no easy undertaking is demonstrated by theoretical reflections on the “new”, which range from Hegel’s dialectics to the ternary logic (Günther 1971) and cultural-critical discourses that take up the theme of newness (Groys 1992; Thompson 1979).

2.1 The concept of newness

We understand newness as a concept denoting events, products, ideas, technologies, works of art, and processes of collaboration or coordination that have an irritating impact when they occur. This working definition incorporates at least two problem fields which can lead to a more differentiated understanding of newness and novelty.

On the one hand, an object or practice becomes a novelty on the basis that it opens up new possibilities (cf. Barry 1999). The concern here is not only with the novelty of the objects or processes themselves, but also with the novelty of the references, within which new objects attract attention.
and are defined. Hence every event, product, or object can be defined simultaneously as a novelty and non-novelty, depending on the conceptual frame and the socio-technical networks of practices and actors, within which it is observed (Suchman/Danyi/Watts 2008). A new artistic style, new daily headlines, or a new medical treatment can be observed, for example, as non-new or unsurprising phenomena when considered and evaluated in relation to their relevant production systems.

On the other hand, the proposed definition also refers to newness as a quality, through which the value of an object is increased. The attribution of newness usually arises in association with positively valued qualities, often supported by the inclusion of criteria such as originality, progress, or truth. From a historical perspective, the positive treatment and appreciation of newness can be described as a consequence of the functional differentiation of modern society. Religion, the political system, science, business, and art not only display different degrees of receptivity to novelties, they also react to it at different speeds (Luhmann 1999b).

The appreciation of newness can be observed, in particular, in the field of fine art towards the end of the 19th century (Hughes 1971). The establishment of the idea that the value of works of art arises from the special skill of the artist and the privileging of the original over the copy, channeled attention to new works of art. The associated appreciation of newness also abandoned the idea of the work of art as a representation of reality and therefore highlighted the self-referentiality of art (Luhmann 1999b). Hence, newness assumed a key position within the art system both in the sense of a product (novelty) and in the sense of an evaluation criterion (newness).

The central place occupied by the new, in the dual sense of "novelty" and "newness", is now also obvious in other areas of society. For example, in the mass media and in all other sectors of creative industry, products, news, advertising and entertainment are launched and simultaneously loaded and communicated with the quality of newness (e.g. Fariás 2009; Hutter 2006).

Newness plays an increasingly significant role in the field of science and technology. There is a permanent quest in these fields for new scientific insights and technological inventions, which are only deemed to be novelties if they extend or transform technological and scientific paradigms (Schummer, forthcoming). In addition, technical objects and scientific facts achieve visibility and value by being marked as "new", thereby providing orientation to users.

The interpretation of the concept of newness in terms of both novelty and newness calls into question the usual explanatory models for the emergence of the new which are either based on the creativity of the individual as a mental skill, or equate newness and progress. Novelties are often interpreted as the pioneering achievements of geniuses (or the insane), and newness is automatically associated with evolutionary achievements. To understand the emergence and effects of newness, more complex explanations are necessary.

The Research Unit’s program links the emergence and appreciation of newness with cultural contexts. This raises the question as to how cultural contexts can be separated from other factors analytically. The definitions and differentiations that have been developed for this purpose are explained in the next section.
2.2 The concept of culture

The qualities that characterize the concept of culture as it is known today is already suggested in the Latin roots of the word, i.e. *cultura* and *colere*: by cultivating, processing, refining, honoring or celebrating, humans leave behind the natural state and oppose the transitory with the constant, chaos with order, the strange with the familiar (Böhme 1996; Luhmann 1999a). However, the term was originally only related to particular contexts as in agriculture. Not until the modern age did the concept gain flexibility, first as a status feature and then, in the 18th century, in the comparison of culture and civilization within the European societies (Eagleton 2000). In the 19th century, the concept of culture also incorporated normative decision-making criteria to characterize ethnic groups, nations and communities. In the 20th century, these restrictions were almost completely abandoned in favor of a functional understanding of culture as a sub-system of modern society (Parsons/Shils 1951).

In the course of various "cultural turns" (e.g. Bachmann-Medick 2006), "cultural studies" assumed relevance again for the social sciences. The theoretical and methodological considerations raised in this context offer valuable approaches for the investigation of novelty. Thus, for example, the issues of cultural autonomous logic or the transformational power of everyday practices, ethics and aesthetics suggest that these should be considered as distinct triggers of societal change and newness (e.g. Müller 1994; Berking/Löw 2008; Löw 2008). Meaning-oriented cultural perspectives also direct attention to cultural change and try to show how at certain points in time "very specific cultural practices and discourses have enabled and forced subsequent developments" (Reckwitz 2008: 35, our translation). While unanimity exists that culture has the potential to trigger societal change, the conceptual understanding of culture remains controversial (Alexander 1990; Sewell Jr. 2005).

Cultural research faces the epistemological problem of the "blind spot". Since every observation arises from a specific cultural standpoint, scientific analysis always represents a cultural practice or cultural technique (Macho 2008): "Everything one does and says can be observed in two ways: as a simple operation (on the level of the first order) and as a cultural phenomenon (on the level of the second order) – and becomes as a result inevitably contingent" (Esposito/Corti 2002: 245). "Cultural reflection" refers to a theoretical position from which culture can be successfully studied on a comparative basis (Baecker/Kettner/Rustemeyer 2008).

Against this background we understand culture as compressed interaction or communication processes that reproduce themselves through shared practices, semantics, divided convictions, knowledge bases and assignments of meaning. Cultures resemble temporary compromises (Wimmer 1996). They mediate a shared understanding about practices and semantics that lasts or is transformed. Furthermore, we assume that cultures not only overlap in social interaction contexts, but that they also display different degrees of consolidation and stabilization. Hence, people move within cultures that are binding, enduring or stable to varying degrees and can only be observed or articulated from or through their boundaries. Matters of course shared by individuals are separated from those of other cultures through distinctions. The differentiations made in the process enable comparison and reflection about own, other, or foreign cultures (Bourdieu 1982; Lamont/Molnar 2002; Wimmer 2008).

The result is a dynamic interaction of horizons of meaning, which are familiar to and shared by the participating actors to varying extents (Becker 1974), and are available to them as action and expression repertoires (Swidler 1986). Whether cultures motivate social interaction as the action theory perspective suggests or whether they stabilize contexts enabling comprehension as com-
communications-theories argue remains an open question. The relationship between culture and social structures or systems forms part of our research question and is dealt with by the individual projects in the program on the basis of concrete empirical findings.

In order to be able to study culture, we have chosen the analytical construct of the cultural configuration for our empirical observations. This construct makes patterns of interaction identifiable in time and space in that it records observable concentrations of interaction and communication processes. The notion of cultural configurations enables situative descriptions of cultures, for example in cities, networks, or projects. Cultural configurations are specified by characteristics concerning the different forms of expression of cultures. Those characteristics depend on the object observed. Accordingly, they relate to spatial, interactive, and temporal conditions/data and are indicative of different cultures, for example epistemic cultures (Knorr Cetina 1999), specific man–technology relations (Latour 2005), or everyday cultural webs of meaning (Geertz 1973).

The construct of the cultural configuration provides an analytical frame for the individual projects, enabling them to determine both cultural changes over the course of time in a culture to be observed and differences between cultures. The methods, with which cultures are empirically examined and described in the Research Unit’s projects varies depending on the object and field of research in question.

2.3 Cultural sources

The concept of “sources” is generally used to refer to a potential of resources that are available and must be actively accessed before they can become valuable and effective in the production of newness. We use this notion by suggesting that newness arises in cultural contexts that are structured in multiple ways: first, cultural configurations produce variations which inevitably arise from the continuous repetition of practices and semantics; second, variations constantly undergo selective evaluation processes which can change, leading to the ascertainment of newness in matters that remained hitherto unnoted; third, the likelihood with which variations and re-evaluation processes arise is altered significantly when “states of tension” arise in cultural configurations. We understand these three processes as cultural sources of newness, whose interactions determine the spectrum and scope of the novelties that emerge in society and the economy in the long term.

This initial thesis combines research on cultural processes and the assessment of newness, and highlights the significance of states of tension in and between cultural configurations. The research program postulates three ideal types of states of tension, namely, secession, combination, and confrontation. Three projects of the Research Unit serve here to illustrate these states of tension.

**Secession** is the process by which one culture, understood as a concentration of interaction and communication processes, differentiates itself from other cultures. As a result interaction and communication processes occur in new cultural configurations, from which irritating variants of artifacts, things or structures arise, which are perceived as new. The project “Small social groupings and the emergence of newness” is based on the hypothesis that deviations which lead to newness require the emergence of small groupings, that is the secession of a new social forma-
tion. The open concept of “groupings” allows an unbiased look at innovative groups and network structures.

Combination focuses on collisions among different cultures and how this might generate novelities. The process can unfold on a friendly or hostile basis; it can take the form of interaction or it can arise as one-sided appropriation and imitation, or as experimentation with semantics and practices from the “foreign” culture. According to our thesis, the likelihood that new variations will arise and be used increases as a result. Initial findings from the project "Forums for new design practices. The transformation of concepts of work and production", which explores experimental forms of cooperation in product design, reveal the key position of the interaction between different actors in projects and events that may be assessed as innovative. These exhibit forum-like cultural configurations and enable existing knowledge and expertise to be combined in new ways.

The concept of confrontation describes how changes in natural or social environments of certain cultures lead to irritations and controversies, which force the search and adoption of new conventions and new solutions. Such confrontation can be observed in the project "The co-evolution of economy and art", which focuses on how art and economy have irritated each other from the early days of the Renaissance to the present day, giving rise to internal variations in the relevant semantics and practices. The findings of this project show that the cultures that are observed in the economic and art system not only co-exist but react to each other in a co-evolutionary relationship.

The complex connections between the changing characteristics of cultural configurations, the evaluation of variations as newness, and the intensification of these processes through states of tension restrain us from making statements on causal relations. Instead, we expect to obtain information about the likelihood with which patterns of newness arise and about the conditions under which they are recognized and hence become effective and valuable as cultural sources (Abbott 1997).

2.4 Cultural dimensions

Cultural configurations represent patterns of interaction in time and space. To obtain systematic access to the broad research field, we differentiate between three basic dimensions which are, applied in the Research Unit’s projects.

The spatial dimension includes material, cognitive and symbolic processes leading to the generation of space in the form of cities, locations or infrastructures. Socio-material practices and semantics are keys to the generation and appropriation of spaces which, in turn, influence human activities and their distributed creative capacities. Likewise, boundary-making processes play a major role, as they define varying degrees of openness and closedness. In the project "Studio life and newness: Distributed creativity and evaluation regimes in the cultural and creative economy" artists’ studios and architects’ offices are compared on the basis of connections between spatial formations, sociotechnical configuration of creative processes and the emergence of newness. From that perspective, the influence of certain urban spaces and scenes on the emergence of newness is discussed as prefigured by the inherent dynamics of the studio.
The interactive dimension focuses on what goes on between individual actors as mediated through semantics or practices. The contacts may be close or distant and consist of small or larger groupings. The cultures of teams, organizations, networks and other social formations can be observed in particular from this perspective. The project "Valorization alliances and valorization agencies" studies the role of actor networks in the societal assessment of new car drive systems. The study shows the central significance of a valorization alliance with actors from business, politics, science, and media, which promote, pool or hinder technological interventions in Germany through valorization agencies.

The temporal dimension focuses on the horizons along which semantics and practices proceed, consolidate, differentiate, or disappear. With internal events and external samples, the time horizons can be short (days or months), with internal myths and external historical reconstructions they can be long (years or centuries). The project "Artistic interventions in organizations" studies the effects of temporally limited encounters and collaborations between artists and employees of organizations. The project seeks to understand the impacts at the individual, group and organizational level, as well as the connections between these levels over time.

The characteristics of the cultural configurations examined in the context of the program include all three basic dimensions. By first highlighting one of the dimensions and then relating the other two to it, it is possible to examine the nature of the cultural configurations and sources of newness in greater detail. In each dimension, two projects are tailored to opposing poles of the dimension in question.

The following matrix illustrates the positioning of the six original projects in the Research Program according to the conceptual dimensions. The concepts contained in the matrix are based on the project contexts and characterize the relevant dominant dimensions and the attribution to the big/small, close/distant, or short/long scale within the cultural configurations studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial dimension</th>
<th>Interactive dimension</th>
<th>Temporal dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Studio</td>
<td>1.2 Forum</td>
<td>2.1 Grouping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Alliance</td>
<td>3.1 Intervention</td>
<td>3.2 Co-evolution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on comparisons of the findings of the projects with their different specialized perspectives, we aim, in a second program phase, to explore which variations, evaluations, tensions that appear to play a particularly strong role in promoting or hindering the success of innovations.
3. Research Type and Methods

3.1 Research type

The Research Unit’s program approaches innovation research from the perspective of “newness” and its “cultural sources”. It combines traditional concepts with new conceptual contexts and questions. As noted in the brief literature review above, “newness” and “cultural sources” appear in all disciplines involved in studying the interaction between society and economic dynamics, but they have hitherto led a rather peripheral existence. Hence, theoretical approaches and results can be adopted from these disciplines, and methodological elements can be borrowed and recombined.

The development of a multidisciplinary research perspective draws on various strands of literature ranging from cultural and economic sociology to cultural and evolutionary economics and to organizational sociology. The multidisciplinary composition of the Research Unit provides a promising point of departure for the establishment of jointly developed conceptual tools. Such an undertaking is by nature risky and requires the willingness of all to invest in the intellectual venture. However, the positioning of the program between the disciplines opens up opportunities to build bridges between bodies of knowledge and to widen the range of people and institutions interested in the research findings.

The implementation of the research program depends on insights from different cultural areas; this is crucial with regard to the central focus on “cultural sources”. Organizational, ethnic, or national specificities are understood here as cultural configurations which can be activated or deactivated on a situational basis, rather than as essential features of groups. The international nature of the research perspective is not rooted, therefore, in a traditional comparative perspective. For example, several research projects entail case studies taken from different countries and their research designs are oriented at making comparisons, albeit without placing national specificities or cultures at the center of the research. Even if units of analysis in individual cases are restricted to one country, the projects involve transnationally relevant developments and phenomena and their local manifestations.

3.2 Research strategy

The Research Unit’s methodological common denominator lies in the adoption of the case study approach, or to be more precise a multiple case study approach (Yin 1994). Case-study-based research designs are particularly suitable when a program sets out to examine a complex research phenomenon, such as the emergence of newness from cultural sources in its multidimensional social and cultural context, and when the boundary between the phenomenon and context is not immediately obvious. This primarily qualitative approach is understood in the context of the research program as a research strategy which, depending on the project design, can incorporate different forms of data surveying, evaluation, and analysis, in some cases even including quantitative surveys and network-analysis processes. The range of methodological approaches adopted in the individual projects extends from experiments to ethnographies, interviews, process-generated documents and databases, and histographic processes. In some research projects the empirical data base used for the description and analysis of a case study consists not only of written documents (interview transcripts, observation reports, the researchers’ own descriptions, statis-
tics, time series etc.), but also visualizations in the form of images, films or presentations/performances. So beyond our interest in visualizations as a research object, these are also used as research tools (Savage 2009).

The units of analysis vary, in part considerably, according to the research questions and areas. In several of the projects, these take the form of collaborative composite structure of one type or another (smaller or bigger, loosely or tightly linked, spatially rooted or virtual). For example, artistic products and performances, including their perception and processing into (sub)audiences, are considered here as equivalent cases.

Hence, the question arises as to the precise nature of the comparisons we are dealing with here. A distinction is made in the literature between two basic forms of comparison, i.e. explorative vs. explanatory (Yin 1994), or descriptive interpretation vs. explanation (Mayntz 2002). The design of some of the Research Unit’s projects is aimed at testing hypotheses through systematically designed case comparisons; it would be possible to refer here to case comparisons as a method (Lijphart 1975). In the majority of research projects, the emphasis is placed on processes that tend to generate explorative hypotheses. Therefore, the specific nature of the first phase of the Research Unit’s program lies more in the comparative perspective. The focus is more on discovery than the confirmation of suspected links.

### 3.3 Pattern recognition

This research strategy has consequences for the type of generalization the program aims to achieve in an explorative case-study approach. We adopt the latest currents in the methodological debate which abandon generalization models based on explanatory rationalism in favor of a “naturalistic generalization” (Stake 1978), a “complexity modeling” (Law/Urry 2004), or a “descriptive assemblage” (Savage 2009). Similar to contemporary complexity theory, in which emerging characteristics of non-linear systems are only modeled but not predicted (Prigogine 1997), the projects’ research designs aim at empirically observing complex cultural configurations and at modeling their regularities in their specific contexts.

Accordingly, the aim of our research program is to incorporate *ceteris paribus* conditions as a research objective, rather than to identify causal relationships between two or more variables and formulating if-then statements under *ceteris paribus* conditions. Researchers tend to focus on a limited number of units of analysis with multiple relevant characteristics and features. However, the units might be connected to each other in multiple ways, so they cannot be dealt with as isolated variables. The nature of their functioning can only become visible “if entire patterns of connected relationships are viewed together as a unit” (Mayntz 1997: 309). The analytical challenge is one of pattern recognition and the systematization of these patterns on the basis of certain rules and basic assumptions (Savage/Burrows 2007). Therefore, our findings rely on intersubjective understandings emerging from the research process. Instead of claiming abstract-logical generalization, the findings can be validly generalized to a clearly defined field of application (Abbott 2004; Savage 2009).
C. Project descriptions

Research field 1: Newness and creative spaces

Project 1.1: Studio life and newness: Distributed creativity and valuation regimes in the creative economy

Ignacio Farías

This research project concerns production processes in two areas of the creative economy, namely the visual arts and architecture. The study focuses on the socio-technical configuration of creative processes in artists' studios and architectural offices, in other words the interaction between human and non-human actors in the drafting, design, and production of new products (e.g. Becker 1984; Latour/Woolgar 1986). In addition, it explores the varied valuation regimes and evaluation practices with which the value of a product is defined and, in particular whether and how other valuation regimes are negotiated in the various stages of the production process (e.g. Boltanski/Thévenot 2006; Stark 2009). Hence, the project contributes to the definition of the role of certain cultural configurations (understood here in the broadest sense as a structure of socio-technical actor networks and valuation regimes) in the emergence of the new.

Based on an ethnographic study of artists' studios and architectural offices (spatially limited cultural configurations), the project also aims to trace the influence of the urban milieu (spatially fluid cultural configurations) on the emergence of new products, thereby contributing to a better understanding of the urban embedding/disembedding of cultural production (Armin/Thrift 2002).

The methodological approach used is based on three basic decisions: First, art and architecture were selected because they involve two very different configurations in the creative economy. Second, each sectoral study is based on a small number of case studies which will enable the examination of the production of products, the role of newness as a valuation regime, and the influence of the urban milieu primarily through the interplay of a total of six to eight artists’ studios and architectural offices. Third, a city was selected for each sector: Berlin for art and Santiago de Chile for architecture. Both cities are characterized by the presence of a relatively large and young scene, which relishes experimentation and is artistically and creatively active. Experts and important actors are being interviewed on site to facilitate the reconstruction of the history, geography, and dynamics of these industries.

The data collection has already started in both locations. The preliminary systematization of the findings for both sectors is expected to be completed in 2011.
Project 1.2: Fora for new design practices: The transformation of concepts of work and production

Maria Oppen

This project examines the role for design practices in the emergence of innovation. Experimental forms of collaboration between actors in a sector of the creative economy, namely product design, and other economic actors like providers, consumers or retailers of goods and services are being studied. The intention is to discover whether these interactions represent newness in the form of social innovation, and if so, which material and ideational features characterize them as new. Based on this analysis it will then be the task to identify the potential such collaboration represents for the generation and valuation of new solutions in systems of work and production of goods and services.

The design sector is particularly interesting for understanding cultural sources of newness for several reasons. First, there is growing recognition that design is an inherent factor of all economic activity, independently of whether it is provided by professional or by amateur designers or not at all handled explicitly (Bonsiepe 1996). Second, design-led innovation and user centred design are examples frequently cited in the worlds of politics and science as new forms of problem solving and knowledge generation (Simon 1982 [1969]; Cross 2001) growing out of the creative economy that could serve as a model for innovation in other areas (Scott 2006b; Potts et al. 2008).

The project takes a multiple case study approach based on interviews, the analysis of documents, and observation data. The selection of the units of analysis follows the “most dissimilar case design” that has been chosen for this exploratory research to provide a basis for generating hypotheses. Eight examples of “new” forms of collaboration in product design are being studied in a large and a small “creative city” in Germany (four in each location). Later, cases from the area of service design in Germany and Great Britain will be included to contrast the findings in manufacturing.

In order to identify “newness”, we start by looking at experiments, projects and longer lasting arrangements in the design sector that have gained the reputation of being new for example in the form of expert ratings, prizes or media reports. The next step involves making the emergence of newness empirically tangible by analysing the description of the new seen through the eyes of the participants in the collaborating ventures. The third step will be to reconstruct the attribution processes that lead to the designation of newness. Lastly, the relevance of the cultural features of space as sources of newness will be identified, whereby we envisage that they may either enable or impede its emergence. Space here is conceptualized as multilayered: in this research it comprises the forum as site of design practices, the city as the place where this site is situated and the domain as the sector of design.
Project 1.3: Creativity and the city. The role, effects, and forms of public-private coordination in urban development for the promotion of the creative industries

Janet Merkel

Creativity is currently viewed as the new key resource of urban development. This is evidenced by a multitude of concepts, such as creative cities, the creative economy, and creative class, which are restructuring the current research discourse in relation to urban development and are being readily adopted by urban policy throughout the world (e.g. Florida 2004; Hartley 2005; Scott 2006a). Creativity is, however, a volatile resource which is linked to individuals and groups. Thus the question arises for cities as to how they can manage these resources, i.e. store creativity in their structures or develop structures, within which creativity can unfold. The current interest in creativity is based predominantly on the increasing economic relevance of symbolic and knowledge-based economies for urban economies and its potentials for the revitalization of inner city areas. For example, the various branches of the creative industries are identified by urban policy as a major "creativity resource pool", which influences not only the development of the creative industries but also other economic sectors in the city. In addition they are said to be relevant for the social, political, and cultural development of the city. But, what do cities themselves contribute to the organization and development of the phenomena of creativity and the creative industries, e.g. what forms of coordination do they choose to support the sectors of the creative industries?

The research project addresses two central issues from an urban-sociological perspective: First, the relevance of local contexts of meaning, and the urban spatial condition for the emergence and unfolding of creativity (e.g. Meusburger 2009). The question posed here is how can the urban environment influence and even hinder creative processes? And secondly, the role of new forms of governance in stimulating the promotion of creative industries. The project will examine the promotion of creativity through new forms of governance in the creative industries based on an embedded multi-case study in the two cities of Berlin and London. Different methods of qualitative empirical research are used to explore various forms of coordination between public and private actors in networks, round tables, and partnerships, for example. The variations in the promotion of the creative industries and the governance arrangements created for this purpose will be identified in a comparative approach. The aim of this research design is to explore the cities individual approach to creative industries support, the role of new governance forms and to draw some generalizations about the phenomenon of "creativity in cities".
This research project aims to elucidate how new ideas arise. Over the recent decades, research has been able to demonstrate clearly how ideas diffuse because of communication, networks, and institutional pressures. However, research results remain ambiguous as to how deviations from established ideas actually arise. The analytical perspective chosen for this project focuses on the role of small social groupings for the emergence of newness and, based on this, attempts to find further answers to the ‘how’ associated with this issue. Of interest here are social formations that arise out of direct social interactions as well as those that consist of cognitive relations (observations). Therefore, the structuralist view commonly taken to study formations such as “small worlds” and “collaborative circles” (e.g. Farell 2001; Uzzi/Spiro 2005) will be complemented by a perspective grounded in the sociology of culture: such intertwined groupings emerge both from social relationships as well as from attributed meanings and evaluations of the actors involved. The project scrutinizes this theoretical perspective using three different empirical cases.

The main research question is: How do such socially and culturally formed structures affect the emergence of new ideas, which deviate from established forms of doing and thinking and, in turn, have economic effects? The research contributes to theoretical discussions in economic sociology and network analysis by adding insights from a sociology of culture. At the same time, the project also contributes to current methodological debates on processual, dynamic analyses of particular social contexts, in which several actors interact simultaneously (e.g. Abbott 2001; Savage 2009).

Data collection consists of a compilation of ethnographical notes, qualitative interviews, and documentary analyses. In a first step, I analyze the stories of attributed evaluations to obtain explanatory descriptions and to indicate certain patterns (e.g. consolidations, ruptures) over time. In a second step, I apply network and sequence analytic methods to some of my qualitatively gathered data, in order to formally model the observed structured culture.

A first empirical case examines the emergence of new ideas in a telecommunications company. This ethnographically based field study will investigate different phases of exploration up to the transfer of a new idea to the project management. Constellations of different actors within the company come together in these phases, consult with experts and users from outside the company, and go through different states of tension involved in the emergence of newness. The second empirical case is an historical one and traces the attribution of a particular artistic style from its origins to its consolidation: i.e. the Ulmer Moderne ("Ulm modernism") as it developed across teachers and students at the Hochschule für Gestaltung (HfG Ulm, Ulm School of Design) from 1953 to 1968. The third empirical case looks at a social formation, which holds together by cognitive relations (observations) instead of direct interactions: the market for innovative breast cancer therapy research. This market does not yet have any marketable products in the usual sense; instead, on this market actors trade expectations about the future. Biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, financial analysts as well as scientists provide economic narratives and evaluations in their press statements and reports about research strategies and thus collaboratively offer insights into their expectations. Initial findings on this social grouping show that the involved actors mobilize necessary financial resources through the narration of expectations.
about the future (Mützel 2009). With such collaboratively developed stories on successes, failures, and future expectations, the involved actors shape deviations from established ideas, which in turn allow for innovations and shape the market’s structure.

Project 2.2: Valorization alliances and agencies

Lutz Marz

A new global industrial revolution will unfold in the 21st century as a result of climate change and the decreasing availability of fossil fuels. At the core of this revolution is an energy-technology paradigm shift involving a move away from fossil energy technologies to regenerative ones. This paradigm shift will also directly affect one of the mainstays of modern societies: automobility and all road-based passenger and goods traffic.

Three promising development paths have emerged in this field of innovation: the hydrogen combustion engine, the electric fuel-cell engine, and the electric battery-powered engine (Dierkes/Marz/Aigle 2009). We hypothesise that cultural configurations play a key role in the development and use of technical innovations. The “Valorization Alliances and Agencies” project aims to contribute to the identification and analysis of these cultural configurations and to specify problem-solving capacities that have received little or no attention up to now.

The three new types of engines represent radical innovations that will lead to fundamental changes in the modular area (engine) and/or at the systemic level (infrastructure). The project will study how such innovations arise or, indeed, fail to arise from various innovation-theory perspectives (Callon 1983; Knie et al. 1999), and it will draw in particular on the culturalist perspective offered by Boris Groys (Groys 1992). This permits the analysis of the three innovative engines as valorization processes, i.e. the processes by which technical discoveries and inventions come to be considered valuable in society.

Using a case study approach, this project examines how a valorization alliance succeeds in creating valorization agencies which facilitate, promote, and bundle technical innovation for a new type of engine. The case study is situated in a spatially and temporally defined empirical field, namely Germany in the period 1990–2010. Germany has many years of research and production tradition in all three technological fields, and is among the global leaders in research and development of alternative engine technologies. The period 1990–2010 has been chosen because it constitutes an exceptionally dynamic and contradictory development stage, in which the valorization processes and their effects feature particularly prominently.

Our initial studies indicate that valorization alliances play an important role in the valorization processes taking place in the development and establishment of alternative engines. A distinctive feature of the way in which these alliances work is the flexible combination of opening and closing processes. Furthermore, the alliances constantly create and institutionalize new valorization agencies through their varied networks, which perceptibly influence valorization processes in business, politics, science and the public realm. Our studies to date suggest that a distinctive fea-
ture of the different valorization agencies is a valorization management which has two complementary directions of effect: “revaluation-promoting” and “devaluation-blocking”. “Revaluation-blocking” is aimed at promoting the technical innovation processes through the creation of suitable forms of coordination, financing, and popularization. “Devaluation-blocking” aims to limit the power of the opponents of innovation and their alliances.

The aim of this project is to formulate plausible and robust hypotheses on the emergence and functioning of valorization alliances and valorization agencies that can also be tested empirically in other technical and social innovation fields.

**Project 2.3: Scientization or socialization? The transformation of knowledge orders in Germany, Great Britain and the US**

Holger Straßheim

Current research shows that the modes of political expertise and knowledge production across countries are subject to multiple transformations (Fischer 2009; Power 1997; Weingart/Lentsch 2009). On the one hand, one can observe a scientization of public policy and an increasing relevance of statistics, evidence based policy and simulations. Instruments like monitoring or benchmarking transform different observations and make them comparable by calculative practices. On the other hand, science is being increasingly politicized by counter expertise and civil society pressure. Experts find themselves confronted with scepticism and public interference. More often than not, knowledge controversies lead to the establishment of counter-publics. These arenas of protest and bargaining constitute themselves along specific issues, risks and interests. They provide a forum for the interpretation, negotiation, assessment and justification of controversial knowledge (and non-knowledge). By using strategies of scandalising, self-presentation and campaigning in the media, civil society actors try to delegitimize scientifically accepted knowledge. Both tendencies can currently be observed, the scientization of society and the socialization of science.

Up to now there has been no comparative analysis of these changes. Based on qualitative as well as quantitative methods, the project therefore compares the causes and consequences of these transformations in three different countries. By turning to the concept of knowledge orders, we move away from a priori assumptions about the effectiveness or functionality of public policy advice. Instead, the question is posed how certain modes of expertise and practices of public knowledge production become to be perceived as reliable and how in a given society such knowledge claims are used as a basis for justifying collective choices. Knowledge orders are boundary crossing arrangements between science, politics and economics (Jasanoff 2005; Vogl 2004). They influence the production, circulation and objectification of publicly relevant knowledge by culturally established procedures and practices. Comparative studies have shown that countries like the US, Germany or Great Britain vary significantly in terms of expert styles, public accountability, cultures of objectivity, practices of participation and science-policy interaction. These specific insti-
The speed and scope of change in society are stimulating decision makers in private and public sector organizations to seek new approaches to creating value – economically and societally. This search often entails trying out fresh ways of framing and responding to issues. In a growing number of these organizations stimuli are being sought from the arts by bringing in ideas, practices, and people from the world of theatre, music, painting, sculpture, dance, and literature, for example. The research undertaken here is designed to analyze the conditions under which these artistic interventions in organizations serve as sources of newness. The research encompasses interventions involving diverse forms of arts and different time spans, levels of intensity and participation. The underlying assumption of practitioners is that bringing people, processes, and products from the “foreign culture” of the arts into the workplace helps to stimulate new ways of thinking and acting by irritating routines, challenging established mindsets, and developing new skills (Darsø 2004; see also Stark 2009). In such meetings with the artistic cultures, members of the organization become aware of the distinctive features of their language, perspectives, and practices, and have the opportunity to generate variations in ways of seeing and doing things from which to choose in future. An additional assumption that drives such projects in organizations is that artistic ways of knowing encompass aesthetic and emotional aspects that are generally overlooked at the workplace, and attending to them is expected to activate the senses and thereby help people to develop new ways of seeing and doing things (Carr/Hancock 2003; Guillet de Monthoux et al. 2007).

Very few empirical studies have been conducted to establish whether the high hopes placed on these interventions are justified. Instead, the literature on artistic interventions in organizations...
is dominated by anecdotal evidence from practitioners (artists, consultants, managers), who generally tend to emphasize the positive experience that employees report during or immediately after such interventions. The longer term impacts and the possibly problematic impacts of such interventions have remained invisible. The purpose of research is therefore to understand:

a) Under what conditions and how do the interventions of people, practices, and products from the arts in the workplace lead to new ways of seeing and doing things that become embedded as organizational learning?
b) At which phases of learning processes are which kinds of artistic interventions considered most effective and sustainable by the different stakeholders?

In order to address these questions, the research will explore:

c) How do the various participants define expectations and assess the value of artistic interventions? How do the different sources of judgment (arts, business, academia) play themselves out/interact/suspend in organizational settings? What is the relationship between expectation of effect and actual effect?

The theoretical framework for studying artistic interventions in organizations draws on several strands of thinking, in particular organizational learning (Argyris/Schön 1978; Dierkes et al. 2001), organizational aesthetics, and cross-cultural communication.

In contrast to the optimistic thinking predominating in publications about artistic interventions in organizations, the research undertaken here posits that many artistic interventions may not automatically stimulate strategically significant newness in the form of organizational learning. It is possible, but not inevitable, that artistic interventions generate modifications or variations in ways of seeing and doing things in the organization or they may leave no lasting trace. They might subvert established practices, or they may mask them and cement existing structures instead of addressing underlying issues.

A multipronged strategy is being pursued: (a) a data base of artistic interventions (projects, companies, providers) (b) case studies on completed and ongoing artistic interventions in several European countries, and experiments with artistic interventions to permit the exploration of potential new configurations (c) a series of "artful conversations" with the diverse stakeholders in order to collect and confront different perspectives on the interventions and criteria for assessing them (e.g. Berthoin Antal 2009).

**Project 3.2: The co-evolution of economy and art**

Michael Hutter (assistant research: Nona Schulte-Römer)

How do different value systems interact? How does this mutual irritation trigger new ideas and their implementation, hence innovation, in its particular discursive context?

The project "Co-Evolution of Economy and Art" develops answers to these questions by examining instances of interdependence in case studies that deal with the relationship between visual art and the economy between the 15th century and the present. The case studies not only reveal the
effect of artistic events and artifacts on economic activities but also demonstrate how economic activities affect artistic forms. The modes of interdependence between the value systems vary from case to case, leading to an overarching interpretation that reaches beyond the particular historical situations.

The frame of investigation is culled from a social theory that assumes communication systems and their internal valuation processes as self-reproducing and self-sufficient entities in their specific societal environment (Luhmann 2007). In that respect they operate similarly to living organisms. For the emergence of living forms, irritations – disruptions as well as newly emerging connections – play a crucial part in facilitating evolution through variation. In a comparable manner, value systems – art communication, for instance – generate irritations in the observed system – the economy – thus leading to reactions, further communication and added commercial value.

Six Case Studies

The cases were chosen on the basis of existing research that already suggests coherences (Baxandall 1972, Throsby 2001). Hence, the argument of the studies draws strongly on the competence of experts for the particular artistic genres and their historic socioeconomic contexts. Two case studies look at artistic inventions in the context of economic change, four cases focus on the influence of visual art on economic innovation.

Among the studies investigating the impact of economic context on new visual forms, the first one, "Artful Transactions" deals with six artworks from different epochs. It examines how differences in wealth distribution connected to specific patterns of consumption led to changes in the visual representation of purchasing acts. A second study, "Cheap Blues" traces the development of relative prices for artifacts in relation to the costs for input materials like color pigments, sound amplification or film exposure (Hutter 2008).

The second strand of investigation studies the impact of artistic invention on economic change. A first case ("Masaccio and the Consequences") deals with macro-inventions, which are known and studied in the sciences. Comparably fundamental inventions took place in visual representation as well. This can be demonstrated by the diverse long-term effects of the invention of linear perspective on arts and crafts, architecture, horticulture and other trades. Another case ("Visual Credit") starts from the difficulties incurred in the introduction of bank notes. In the 17th century, paper credit formed the basis for a new and promising economic system. Each banknote contained a number of visual authoritative symbols to grant its credibility (Hutter 2007).

A further debate springs from the argument that economic growth is rooted in dominant mental models accompanied by codes of conduct that emerge on the basis of individual choices ("Consuming Politeness"). This kind of impact can be observed in early 18th century England, where consumption was suddenly governed by taste rather than custom and morals. Research in this field widely attributes these new patterns of consumption to popular and intellectual literary sources like magazines, novels and essays. The case study, instead, traces the visual sources of consumption.

Finally, the category of exhaustible natural resources has been expanded to sources of knowledge and creativity. Besides education and scientific discovery, economic value is drawn from the vast arsenal of cultural heritage artifacts, and the finely spun network of artistic references. This artistic capital forms the subject matter of a final study on "Artworks as Sources and Resources". Preliminary research is underway to extend the study to other forms of artistic expression, i.e. music, literature, and theatre.
Project 3.3: Lighting for urban spaces – The redefinition of a design task

Nona Schulte-Römer

The doctoral project examines the cultural sources of urban lighting design in order to understand the influence of expert cultures and the significance of temporary lighting interventions for the planning of permanent lighting concepts in city spaces.

In the 21st century, lighting design is perceived more than ever as an issue of urban planning and as a suitable instrument in the global competition between cities. The diverse activities include light master planning, festivals, light façades, illuminated suburbs, and light art projects. Images of urban 'night scapes' advertise an urban lifestyle, attract media attention, promote a positive image as well as the so-called night economy.

These new opportunities in city planning result from three developments: First, technological innovations are opening up a new scope for economic as well as aesthetic decisions. Second, the emergence of lighting design marks the establishment of a new professional field. Third, the focus in urban design is shifting under the influence of environmental concerns and the sustainability discourse. These trends are accompanied by a shift in the evaluation and planning of urban lighting. Design strategies can no longer be reduced to the formula "more light!". Instead, there is a growing demand for better light, an elaborate distribution, the clear accentuation of light, and even less light.

As a result, many different kinds of experts and expertise now play a significant role in urban lighting strategies and the assessment of its effects. Planning, implementation, and evaluation are based on the expert knowledge of lighting designers, artists, and actors from industry, research and development. Their requirements are led by different, economic, political, or aesthetic objectives that feed into the urban planning process. This project explores the evaluation criteria, evidence, and models on which urban lighting design is based and which alter the nocturnal appearance of urban areas. The main questions to be investigated are: Which concepts are suitable for mediating the different interests of the actors involved? How do the requirements for lighting planners fit into urban development models? What evidence is produced by festivals of light and festive illuminations? What impact do spatial arrangements and urban environments have on the production of evidence (Gieryn 2002)? Do temporary lighting interventions play a role in the development and implementation of urban lighting concepts? (Schramm/Schwarte/Lazardzig 2006)

How are the heterogeneous preferences and needs of recipients accommodated in the experts’ concepts (Hasse 2007)?

The research project will focus on four lighting design interventions in two different cities. Frankfurt/Main and Lyon are currently being explored. The cases will include contrasts between permanent light master planning in everyday settings versus temporary light projects or festive illuminations. By integrating aesthetic considerations (Hirdina/Augsburger 2000) into the sociological analysis of expertise and lighting events (McQuire 2005), the project aims to contribute to a better understanding of urban lighting design processes and their socio-spatial relevance.
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